SU MANIFESTO Form 2021/22
Position: Welfare Officer

Name: Erin Clarke and Hannah
Moriarty
Course: CPP:DATE
Year: 2
Email:
Erin: 193616@cssd.ac.uk
Hannah: 182472@cssd.ac.uk
Please state up to 5 of your aims for the year
1) Welfare Rep - for the course rep systems in place, those who attend the termly course committee meetings, we aim to
introduce the Welfare Rep. One of the reps takes on the queries regarding course content and delivery whereas the welfare
rep listens to concerns regarding mental health and emotive responses to course related concerns.
2)Anonymous way of accessing Welfare support from the university - for students looking for support without their
name or identity attached to the request for support. This structure will support those with fears and anxieties around
speaking to someone directly about their concerns. We aim for an accessible way of requesting support which does not rely
on the individual feeling that they have to “come forward” or make themselves known to have attachments to the concerns
at hand.
3)More events which offer spaces which favour mental health and relaxation within the school structure - Events
which will take place at central focusing around mindfulness and ways of managing life at a Drama School. These sessions
will take place in and outside of school hours, this is to address the fact that support might be needed within the school
working day as well as before and after. We are looking at working across the courses at central at different disciplinary
approaches which the eclectic mix of courses will offer when approaching mindfulness.
4)Addressing any sort of Covid and health related anxieties, how it is being managed in central/london living.
Throughout the year, we will dedicate time to any student feeling anxious about studying in a Post-Pandemic environment
within Central and in collaboration with the Liberations officers, address these issues as a team to support the student
body.
5)Develop and improve on the support that can be offered to those when in the Waiting List limbo for the 10
sessions counselling system in place at Central. We aim to relook at the systems in place for when a student is looking
for support from the school to ensure that no one feels their concerns are being ignored or put on hold. Whether this is the
offer of an informal conversation or guided support from us, we feel it is important to recognise that this time on the waiting
list can feel challenging when support feels needed but not yet available.

Manifesto (text only)
Hannah - Hey! My name is Hannah and my pronouns are She/Her, and I'm currently studying on CPP - DATE in my 2nd
year and I am from Watford. I wanted to run for welfare officer with Erin as I feel that the silence around Mental Health
during the pandemic has been very apparent both in a societal setting as well as with education settings. I want to help end
the silence around mental health by offering spaces for conversation within the daily structures of Drama school Life.
Erin - Hello! My name is Erin and my pronouns are She/Her. I’m a second year DATE student and I’m originally from
Liverpool. I’m passionate about supporting fellow students within the school as I know how overwhelming university can
often be. Mental Health is an incredibly important matter in the university environment and support should be as accessible
as possible which we hope to develop.
As a team, we want to develop more open, connected conversations with the student body to promote and normalise the
stigma around mental health. We want everyone to feel comfortable to approach us with queries and conversations about
personal concerns throughout the school day as well as externally.
We recognise that Central currently have structures in place to receive support regarding welfare needs or concerns,
however we equally feel passionate about the need to restructure some of these ideas based on the influx of mental health
issues which have arisen on account of the pandemic. The way in which we intend to do this is through an approach which
ensures that the individual student receives the support which feels most beneficial for them. Whether this is a conversation

